The Hot List

THE LATEST BUZZ-WORTHY COSMETIC TREATMENTS AND SKINCARE PRODUCTS TO GET YOUR SKIN LOOKING GORGEOUS ALL SEASON LONG.

Vintner’s Daughter Active Botanical Serum
Vintner’s Daughter founder April Gargiulo applied the fine wine making principles she learned from her dad to skincare for the creation of her first product, a singular face oil that has received some serious buzz in the beauty world. The product is made with all non-toxic ingredients, but uses the whole plant so every drop is dense with nutrients and actives that come from all the trace minerals found in the plant. "Women are moving toward naturals, but they’re still going to turn to dermatologists for the heavy lifting," says Gargiulo. "The product happens to be non-toxic but has efficacy and is supportive of more aggressive treatments, such as lasers and other in-office treatments." ($58; vintnersdaughter.com)

Vibrata
This new pain-relieving vibrating tool is getting a lot of love on Instagram. The sleek-looking device decreases discomfort during cosmetic procedures by distracting the pain sensors in the skin by both cooling and vibrating. "We apply it to nearby skin when injecting and the sensory nerves in the skin are distracted by the cooling vibration, masking the pain of the needle sticks," explains Dr. Rachel Nazarian, who has successfully been using it on patients coming in for filters and brows. "Many celebrities have been using it to make their cosmetic procedures more comfortable with their dermatologist, and I think our patients deserve the same VIP service!"

La Roche-Posay Active C10
Vitamin C has major anti-aging and antioxidant benefits. The new La Roche-Posay Active C10 is an ultra-lightweight cream clinically proven to reduce the look of fine lines and wrinkles, boost radiance and soothe the skin. It contains La Roche-Posay’s highest concentration of Vitamin C to help fight free radical damage that results from UV radiation and environmental damage. Also in the mix are hyaluronic acid, vitamin E and the brand’s signature Thermal Spring Water, all working together to lock in moisture and leave skin glowing, without feeling greasy or shiny. ($22.99, drugstores nationwide)

Cover FX Click Stick
From the brand that makes the most amazing concealers, comes three customizable and portable new beauty tools. The Click Stick is a dual-ended sleek looking sleeve that holds two Cover FX Clicks. The Clicks are available in shades that correct, cover and enhance the skin. Depending on the Click you choose, you can neutralize sallow skin, cover dark circles and hide redness. (coverfx.com)

Glowbiotics
We love the texture of this super hydrating cream-to-oil treatment. With one application, skin looks healthy and dewy. Made with Abyssinian Seed Oil and Shea Milk, and omega-rich botanical oils that deeply hydrate the skin. Natural, reflective minerals give skin a luminosity that diffuses light for a brighter appearance. The special Glowbiotics balancing complex protects, defends and strengthens the skin’s immune system. (glowbioticsmd.com)

TNS Eye Repair by Skin Medica
The ultimate eye treatment for the area post summer sun damage! This super-luxe cream treatment contains growth factors and peptides to improve and prevent fine lines and wrinkles, while brightening, hydrating and firming the delicate under eye skin. It’s the next best thing to an eye lift! (skinmedica.com and sold at Schweiger Dermatology Group Shorttown)